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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION I

..

R: port No. 50-423/ 84-20

Do ket ic. 50-423

Category BLiccnse No. CPPR-113 Priority --

Liccnsee: Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
.

P. O. Box 270
'

Hartford, Connecticut 06101

'

Facility Name: Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3

Inspection at: Waterford, Connecticut

Inspection Conducted: September 30, 1984 thru November 10, 1984

Inspectors: _MM # 20 ['

T. A. Rebelowski,' Senior Resident Inspector date signed

N bN,b 11.llil54
~h. R. Lipinski, Resident Inspector date signed

$k dB N w I%|3 |N'

SeniorResidentInspector dite ' signedG. A. a ton

0$c. W,k *1lte {f9
.

J. A. Rbbertson, Reactor Engineer ~date signed

h bh^t h hk. IkJNy
date sianed

Brejrty%4 . , Reactor @ gineer ra. la # fW
R. A.

Approved by:
E. Mc abe, Chief, Reactor Projects date signed

Section 3B, DPRP

Inspection Sumary_: Inspection on September 30 thru November 10, 1984. (NRCReport
*

No. 50-423/84-20)

Areas Inspected: Plant tours, actions on previous inspection findings, startup test
program review, startup test conduct, follow-up of events occurring during the period,
welding electrode control, system training, maintenance work in progress, construction
work in progress, and housekeeping. The inspection involved 48 hours by region-based
inspectors, and 218 hours of onsite, regular, and backshift inspection by two resident

; inspectors including a resident inspector from snother facility.

Results: One Violation: Failure to control special processes. Additionally, a detailed
.. review of the quality of vendor radiography found that measures which were

identified in the applicant's letter of September 28, 1984, are inadequate.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Northeast Utilities Service Company (NUSCO)

J. 0. Crockett, Superintendent - Unit 3
.

K. W. Gray, Jr., Staff Assistant - CQA
M. D. Hess Assistant Startup Supervisor - NNEC0
J. S. Harris, Startup Supervisor - Unit 3
R. E. Lefebvre, Project Staff Engineer
D. O. Miller, Jr., Manager of Startup Services
S. Orefice, Project Engineer
S. Toth, Superintendent - New Site Construction

Stone &WebsterCorporation(S&W)

A. A. Dasenbrock, Resident Manager
.

0. W. Lowe, Assistant Project Engineer
G. G. Turner, Resident Manager, Field Quality Assurance
W. H. Vos, Senior Engineer, Field Quality Control

The above members of the licensee staff and operating personnel attended
the exist interview. Other members of the licensee staff were contacted
during the course of the inspection.

2. Plant Status

Construction continued at Millstone 3 through the inspection period. The
applicant currently estimates that construction is 92.3 % complete with
148 of 235 system turnover packages completed. System Phase I testing
is in progress on a variety of systems.

3. Review Of Plant Operations - Safety Inspection

a. Control Room Practices

The operating shifts were observed to be staffed in accordance with
station administrative control procedures. Discussions with shift
supervisors indicated that the methods of identifying the systems
undergoing testing continue to be acceptable. One shift turnover
was observed by the inspector. No unacceptable practices were
observed,

b. Housekeeping

The general conditions of storage, cleanliness, and temporary services
in plant spaces was observed with respect to the prevention of fire
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~ and safety hazards. No unacceptable conditions were identified. - Addi-
tional attention in the containment -24 foot elevation is necessary to'

assure litter is removed to maintain cleanliness.

c. Htysical Security
,

During plant tours, the inspector observed the site security force . tour-
ing various areas. Surveys of the fence lines for maintenance of obstruc -

~ tion-free distances between the operating units and Unit 3 were made week-
ly. No unacceptable conditions were observed.

'd. Fire Protection Implementation

During the inspection period, the inspector toured the facility to confim
that the applicant is implementing a program for fire protection and pre-

' vention.- Specifically, the inspector observed that combustible materials
are properly controlled, flammable liquids are properly controlled, and
welding and cutting operations involving open flames ~or arcs are controlled,
and fire fighting equipment is properly stored and maintained. The in--
spector had no further questions in this area.

4. Licensee Report of Potential Sigificant' Deficiencies ~(10 CFR'50.55(e))

a. Items Where Licensee Action ~ Remains Outstanding

l.- ~ Recirculation Spray Pump Motor Bearings (50-64) '84-00-15
,

On November 9,1984, the applictnt reported a p(otentially significantdeficiency in both Recirculation Spray System RSS)pumpmotorbear-
ings. At Millstone 3, the RSS provides long tem cooling to the con-
tainment following a loss of coolant accident. Inspection revealed
out-of-tolerance measurements on both the upper and lower bearing
runners. This item will remain open pending NRC review of the appli-
cant's analysis and evaluation (84-00-15).

| 2. Flakt-Bahnson Air Conditioning Units (50-62) ~ 84-00-13
-s, .

L On November 7,1984,' the a glicant reported a tentially significant
deficiency involving the stop. fabrication of F akt-Bahnson' Air condi-

f' tioning Units. In the course of perfoming rework on units '3-NYC-
j. ACU-3A, 38, 4A, and 48; previously inaccessible areas'of ductwork -

were exposed. Several deficiencies >in welding,' bolting', and holing
were observed. The applicant is, currently eval.uating the significance -

! of these deficiencies. This item will remain open~pending NRC re-
! view of that evaluation (84-00-13)'~ ~ - n "

.

3. Bingham-Willamette kuxiliary Feedwater' Pumps 50-63) 84-00-14
.

I On November 8,1984, ithe' applicant' re'por'ted a potentially signifi-
; cant deficiency involving the, impeller; wear rings-on auxiliary feed-
; water pumps supplied by Bingham-Willamette. Following'the failure.
i of similar pump wear ringsYat Palo Verde, the vendor recomended
j replacement of the wear rings on all three pumps at Millstone Unit 3.

This item will remain open pending further resolution of the defi-
{ ciency and, if necessary, until the wear rings are replaced
| (84-00-14).
:

,
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b. Item Where Licensee Has' Determined Corrective Action

Westinghouse Motors on Motor Operated Valves:(SD-60)' '84-00-11

The applicant reported a potentially significant deficiency involving-
the use of unqualified Westinghouse motors and Limitorque Motor Oper-
ated Valves (MOV). Westinghouse informed NUSCO that 4 MOV motors had.

. not been qualified to environmental conditions per standards IEEE 323e.

-1974 and IEEE 344-1975. All 4 valves are located in the charging pump
auxiliary minimum flow recirculation lines. Operation of the pumps
at shutoff head without minimum recirculation could lead to pump
damage. New motors qualified to standards IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE 344-
1975 are on order. The applicant has connitted to replace the affected
motors prior to loading fuel. This item will remain open until quali-
fied motors have been installed (84-00-11).

c. Items ~ Licensee Has Detemined Not To Be' Reportable Under 10 CFR 50.55(e)

1. ~Rosemount Pressure Transmitters ~ (50-61)' 84-00-12

The applicant reported a potentially significant deficiency in-
volving pressure transmitters manufactured by Rosemount, Inc.,
of Eden Prairie, Minnesota. Rosemount had notified its custom-
ers of the possibility leakage from the environment into the
electronics ~ housing of its Model 1153 Series B'. pressure trans-
mitters manufactured after January 10, 1984. Leakage of mois -
ture into the electronics housing could cause irregular responses
from the transmitter.

~The licensee is investigating to detemine if any of this type
of transmitter manufactured after January 10, 1984 were received
for use at Millstone 3. The plant design uses 25 Model 1153
Series B transmitters in applications including,the Main Steam,
Feedwater, Service Water and Charging Systems.' 'It has been de-
temined that one group of 3 transmitters was shipped on Janu-
ary 26,1984, and one group of 22 transmitters was shipped on
February 26, 1984, to Millstone Unit 3 under Purchase Order
2472-510-662 (423/84-00:12)., , 1

- -

s. .3 s
On October 30,1984, the. licensee received a notification from
Rosemount reporting their'detemination that the transmitters
shipped to Millstone under Purchase Order 2472-510-662 were not
part of the lot with potentialiseal. problems. The inspector.

~

reviewedacopyofthis:1etter.(Ros'emounttoS&WdatedOctober-
24,1984). This potential significant deficiency is closed
(84-00-12). .

; ,
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2.~ WestingbouseComponentCoolib.WaterSystemDesign(SD-58)84-00-09

A potential overpressure condition for Westinghouse CCW Systems results
- from the automatic closure of the~ surge tank vent valve on a high
radiation'> signal- from the CCW System radiation monitor. . A review by
the licensee hasadetennined that the surge tank vent-line is not
valved, therefore' this overpressure condition could not exist' at
Millstone 3. 'l

3. 3,

The inspector verified tha't no automatic or manual . valve exists 'inI

the surge tank vent line by review-of the system. drawing and walk-
down of the vent path. This potential significant deficiency is
.losed. :(84-00-09)

%; ' r

|5. 3Startup Program Review. '-
,

The applicant issued' Revision 3 to the Millstone Unit 3 Startup Manual. The4

inspector' reviewed the revised document-to note and consider changes from the
previous revision.- These changes. include:

Expansion of the Startup Department to include an auxiliary systems test-

' coordinator to. accept selected test coordination responsibilities from.

either the nuclear systems test coordinator or the balance -of-plant
test coordinator during times of high and unequal activity,in either area;.

-- Reference to a system turnover deficiency. following and tracking program;*

Requirements.for the NNECO Operations Department to review-system test-

- results as well as the Startup Department's review of.results; and,

A change to turnover philosophy to consider'a-system as " turned over""
-

when applicable _ documents have been signed by the Stone & Webster Advis-
ory Operations group as opposed to the NNECO Unit Superintendent, as _had -

-

''

been the. case previously.
; .,

s

None of the changes was deemed'to beLadverse to the conduct 'of a valid startup
. test program.

x)

16. Startup Testing - Phase I: Oil Flushes

c Scope: This inspection was conducted to ascertain the conformance of Phase I;

Testing _ practices to NRC and industry standards and to the applicant's
' own program for testing. The inspection involved witnessing tests,
independent evaluation of results, and document review.-

Documents Reviewed:

- Millstone Unit 3 Flushing Reference Manual, Revision 24 -

- ,

1

\

1
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' - Millstone Unit 3 Startup Manual, Revision 3, Section 7
- Test #T3304A1F04 Charging Pump (3CHSP-3C) Lube and Gear Drive-y

011 Flush,-Revision 0F .

- Test #T3304A1F03 Charging Pump (3CHSP-3B) Lube and Gear Drive
- Oil Flush, Revision 0

- Test #T3346A1F01 Diesel Lube Oil Flush, Revision 1 >

- Test #T334681F01 Diesel Fuel Oil Flush, Revision 1-
:

Findings:
,

a. All four tests were conducted in accordance with step-wise t!ritten pro-
cedures.- | All four procedures included the attributes of American Nat- -

>

ional Standards'N 18.7-1976, Section 5.3 and N 45.2.1-1980, Section 2.2.
; These standards address administrative controls and cleaning of fluid
' . systems, respectively.

b. The startup Manual, Section 7,. defines the objectives of the flushing'

.~

program and refers to the Flushing Reference. Manual. The Flushing Ref-.

erence Manual, Sections 5 and 6 prescribe detailed flushing methods and
-acceptance criteria. . All four test procedures were found to implement'

'

;

the general program and specific program requirements as stated in the'

Startup Manual and Flushing Reference Manual, respectively..
,

'

c. Differential pressure and temperature gauges used to monitor test para-
; - meters bore calibration marking indicating current calibration.
; ~

d. Both charging pump lubricating and gear oil flushes were conducted in
,

i~._.
accordance with the written test procedures. Release for testing by
the shift supervisor, acknowledgement of precautions and prerequisites,
valve lineups, and completion of key steps were .all documented in the

.

; " official" copy of the procedure. Acceptance criteria required exam-
!' ination of a filter screen inserted into the oil stream for an hour.

The inspector examined the test screen following the official examina-
tion and found that the acceptance criteria were met.

. e '. The diesel lubricating oil flush was conducted in accordance with the"

written test procedure. Release for testing by the shift supervisor,3
L acknowledgement of precautions and prerequisites, valve lineups, and

' completion of key steps were all documented in the " official" copy.of.
the procedures. Acceptance criteria required chemical analysis of oil| .
~ extracted from several system drains. These analyses are to be analyzed

i offsite by the oil supplier. Thus, results were not available.at the-
,

close of this-inspection. The readiness of emergency diesel-generators
_

will be reviewed during inspections of further testing.
:

$ f. The diesel fuel oil flush for the "B" emergency. diesel generator was
c .

conducted in'accordance with the written' test procedure.' Release for
B testing by the shift supervisor, acknowledgement of precautions, and

completion of key steps were all documented in the " official" copy of
the procedure. The inspector-witnessed the segments of the flush of
site-erected piping from the "B" diesel day tank to the integral engine'

L Jfuel inlet piping and of piping from the "B" in-ground storage tank to
the "B" diesel day tank. Acceptance criteria required inspection-of

ti - filter screens inserted into the oil' flow.. The inspector examined the -

{
_
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screens following the official examinations and found that the accept-
ance criteria.Were met. Fire. protection p'recautions were in evidence in

~

all areas in which fuel oil was being handled.

No unacceptable practices or conditions were observed.

7. Startup Testing - Phase I: Valve Testing

Scope: This inspection was conducted to ascertain the methods used to
verify the readiness of manual valves for service. The inspection
involved witnessing a sample of valve testing and document review.

Documents Reviewed:

- Test #T33071M01 " Low Pressure Safety Injection System Valve
Tests", Revision 0

- Generic Procedure GPM 6 " Manually Operated Valves"
- " Flow Diagram - Low Pressure Safety Injection", NUSCO Dwg. No.

25212-26445, S&W No.12179-FSK-27-38

Findings:

a. The manual valve tests include cycling of the valve, inspection and
lubrication of valve. stem threads, verification of valve position indi-
cation, inspection of-packing gland alignment, inspection of the mater-
ial condition of the valve, determination of valve operating interfer -
ences, valve labeling, and recording of name plate data.

b. The tests were conducted in accordance with an approved orocedure meet-
ing the requirements and format of.American National Standards N 18.7 -
1976, Section 5.3.

c. The individual observed testing valves was knowledgeable of his proced-
l- ure and of the technical aspects of valves in general.

d. The inspector observed tests of the following valves:

f Valve Results

3-SIL-V862 Unsatisfactory due to missing label
3-SIL-V866 Satisfactory
3-SIL-V95 Satisfactory

|
! e. The approval to conduct testing was appropriately limited to valves'which

would not affect plant conditions or other testing.

No unacceptable conditions or practices were observed.

,

8. Spent Fuel Rack Alignment Testing

I The inspector witnessed portions of Spent Fuel Rack Drag Test conducted per
Field Construction Procedure (FCP) - 356. The fuel racks are constructed in

;>
\ .
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modules typically containing 36 cells for spent fuel assemblies. Following
installation in the spent fuel pool, each module .is s.ubjected to an align-
ment test per FCP-356. A fuel assembly shape is inserted into each cell and
then withdrawn. Friction is measured during withdrawal using a load cell
and compared to an allowable friction drag of 50 pounds. A Field Quality
Control inspector was present to officially witness the tests. All cells
tested were satisfactory.

Cleanliness and housekeeping controls in the spent fuel pool area were
judged to be effective. Following the completion of testing, each module
is covered to exclude foreign materials. Personnel are required to wear
paper shoe covers in the pool area to limit spread of foreign objects and
grit.

No unacceptable conditions or practices were observed.

9. Loss Of Welding Electrode Nntrol - October 26 and 29,1984

Stone & Webster Construction Methods Procedures P-CMP 6.4 " Welding Material
Controls" requires special controls on low hydrogen welding electrodes, such
as type 7018 electrodes, to limit contamination of the electrodes with mois-
ture and foreign substances. These controls include requirements that expos-
ure to the environment outside of heated ovens be limited to a minimum of
4 hours prior to use and that electrodes be kept in portable ovens or clean
leather pouches at the work site.

On October 26, during a tour of the containment, the inspector found 6 type
7018 welding electrodes in a tubular steel pipe support in the vicinity of
the "B" Safety Injection Accumulator on the 24-foot elevation of the contain-
ment. This is an example of a violation (423/84-20-01): Failure to control
special processes.

On October 29, at approximately 2 PM, the inspector observed a craftsman
withdraw a welding electrode from a piping support and pass it to a second
craftsman. The inspector's view was obstructed by plant equipment and
complicated by the inspector's position on a scaffold some distance away.
However, the inspector noted that welding flashes began almost immediately
from the vicinity of the second worker. By the time the inspector reached
the workers, welding had ceased. The inspector asked the welder for his
welding procedure (" Welding Techniques Sheet") and his welding rod pouch.
.The welder stated that he did not have these items but would go to get them.
The inspector noted that a weld on support H005-CP396738 was hot to the touch.
The inspector's inquiry was interrupted by reports of a fire in containment

'

(see Paragraph 11).

Later on October 29, the in:,pector conducted an inspection of the 24 ft.eleva-
tion for uncontrolled welding electrodes in company with members of both
the NUSCO and Stone & Webster Quality Assurance / Quality Control staffs. A
total of 50 uncontrolled type 7018 welding electrodes were found inside
tubular steel pipe supports in the vicinity of all 4 Safety Injection Accu-
mulators. This is an example of a violation (423/84-20-01): Failure to
control special processes.

-- . - -
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The applicant instituted several immediate corrective actions. These in-
cluded:

- Inspection of the containment, auxiliary, ESF, and main steam valve
buildings were conducted by Stone & Webster Field Quality Control repre-
sentatives. Over 100 additional uncontrolled electrodes were discovered
in one area. Uncontrolled electrodes were not found in other areas.

- The Stone & Webster Superintendent of Construction directed that super-
visors and craftsmen search their work areas, pick up, and properly dis-
card any loose weld rods or material which is not properly controlled.
Informal sessions to be held by supervisors to re-instruct welders in
proper material control were also directed. The applicant reviewed the
memorandum detailing the above actions.

- The welder involved in the incident of October 29, 1984, was identified,
interviewed, and terminated.

- Stone & Webster Field Quality Control has been directed to conduct peri-
odic inspections specifically for uncontrolled welding materials.

- Research into the weld on support H005-CP396738 which was identified by
the inspector to be hot to the touch determined that the weld had been
made several months earlier and that only " touch-up" work prior to in-
spection had been directed for October 29. The weld was inspected by
Stone & Webster Field Quality Control on November 7,1984, and initially
found to be unsatisfactory due to the use of uncontrolled welding elec-
trodes in " touch-up" welding. The inspectors will follow the disposi-
tion of this weld. (IFI 423/84-20-04)
i

10. Service Water Intrusion Into Auxiliary Feedwater - October 22, 1984

At approximately 10 AM on October 22, 1984, preparations for the auxiliary
feedwater hydrostatic test were halted when construction workers reported that
water was issuing from a flange in the suction piping to the turbine driven .
auxiliary feedwater pump (3FWA*P2). At that time the service water system
was being placed in operation and service water pump "A" (3SWP*P1A) had been
started. The service water pump "A" was immediately secured and valves cross-
connecting the service water and auxiliary feedwater systems were shut. Plant
Incident Report (PIR) 48-84 was initiated to analyze the event and develop
corrective actions.

. At Millstone Unit 3, provision exists to provide sea water to the steam gen-
erators as an ultimate heat sink. This is accomplished by providing service
water from either header to the suctions of each of the 3 auxiliary feed pumps
via isolation valves and piping spool pieces. Separation of the two systems
is achieved for normal operations by removing and storing the spool pieces
and locking shut the two isolation valves (35WP*V24 and 3SWP*V57) from the
service water header.

Preliminary inquiry into the circumstances of the event disclosed the follow-
ing:
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a. Spool pieces connecting the service water and auxiliary feedwater
systems were installed at the time-of the event. The system valve
lineups involved did not address the installation of spool pieces.

b. The service water header isolation valves to the auxiliary feedwater
system, valves 3SWP*V24 and 3SWP*V57 were actually locked open . icev
locked shut prior to the event. The service water system lineup con-
ducted prior to system filling included valves 3SWP*V24 and 3SWP*V57
and showed them to be shut. At the time when the valves were actu-
ally open, their position indicators showed " shut".

c. Samples of water taken from the auxiliary feedwater system showed
that water contaminated with chlorides did not reach the deminer-

| alized water storage tank or its associated stainless . steel piping.
Chloride contaminated water was confined to carbon-steel piping.
Subsequent flushing.using pure' water reduced the chloride concen-
tration to acceptable levels.

A formal analysis of the event to identify root causes and long term
corrective actions is near completion. Inspector concerns arising from
this event will remain unresolved pending review of the applicant's anal-
ysis (423/84-20-02).

' 11. Minor Fire In Containment - October 29, 1984

At approximately 1420 on October 29, 1984, a minor fire occurred in contain-
.

ment. The fire occurred in the brake for the polar crane main hoist "B".
The polar crane at Millstone 3 included two 200 ton main hoists and one
30 ton auxiliary hoist. The fire appeared to have been caused by excess-
ive lubricant buildup and friction heat in the mechanical brake mechanism.
Close inspection revealed that damage was confined to the brake mechanism
of the "B" hoist. The results of a visual inspection by the resident in-
spector were consistent with that finding. An open item is identified to
follow repair and retesting of the polar crane. (IFI423/84-20-03)

;

12. Electrical and Instrumentation Cable Installation'

The inspector witnessed cable installation practices for both the single
cable pull of a large diameter power cable and the ganged or multiple

,

! cable pull of two groups of instrumentation cables. The inspector con-
firmed that the methods actually used conformed to the master Stone.andL

Webster Specification for Electrical Installation, E-350, Section 4.
Raceways and ducts were found to be clear of obstructions; cables were
well lubricated using an approved lubricant (Bishop #45) at insertion;
minimum. bend radii were not violated; and pull speed was, insofar as
practicable, uniform. The inspector observed that each pull was monitored
using a calibrated gauge by a construction engineer and a Field Quality
Control Inspector. The inspector reviewed the engineering calculations
of cable tension based on pull geometry and dynamometer gauge placement
and found the calculational method to be correct. The dynamometer gauge

1
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displayed both current tension and. maximum tension' experienced. Witness-
ing of the forces measured and resulting tensions applied' confirmed that.
maximum allowable cable tensions had not been exceeded. The cable' pulls
observed--included:

- Single cable ' pull of 3NNNSCNH350 from the Normal Station Service _Trans-
former area to the control building. Maximum cable tension experienced

- was .3450 lbs. compared to an allowable tension of 4187 lbs.

- Ganged cable pull from the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) building
to.the turbine building. Maximum cable tension experienced was 1363
lbs. compared to an allowable tension of 1377 lbs. Cables witnessed
were:

3CCPBPX267 3FWACPX215
3CESSWX001 3FWACPX216
3CESSWX002 3FWACPX225
3CESSWX003 3FWACPX226
3CESSWX004 3FWADPX205
3CESSWX005 3FWADPX206
3CESSWX006 3HVQBPX200

; 3CESSWX007 3HVQBPX226
3CESSWX008 3RMSNPX029'

3FWAAPX205 3RMSNPX030

1 3FWAAPX206- 3RMSNPX031
; 3FWABPX215 3RMSNPX032

3FWABPX216 3RSSBPX225
'

'
3FWABPX220 -3RSSDPX225-
3FWABPX225 3QSS2WX806
3FWABPX226

~ - Ganged cable pull in two staces from the ESF building to the control
building. Maximum cable tension during the first stage was 2815 lbs.
and 3225 lbs. during the second stage. This compares favorably .to the
limit for this cable gang of 3845 lbs. Cables witnessed were:

L 3CESSOC001 3FWAAOC661 3FWAD00640
3CESSOC002 3FWAAOC700 3QSSAOC353~
3CESSOC003 3FWAAOC702 3QSSNOC605

|
3CESSOC004 3FWAAOC706 3RPSA0C805
3CHSA0C013 3FWAA0C900 3SIHN0C094
3CHSA0C029 3FWAAOC905 3SILA0C038
3FWAAOC521 3FWAA0C907
3FWAAOC635 3FWABOC605
3FWAAOC640 3FWAC0C605
3FWAAOC651- 3FWADOC635,

I
l- No unacceptable conditions or practices were observed.

i- - -

13. ' Update On-Tubeco Radiography Deficiencies

| The inspector reviewed applicant actions taken on Significant Deficiency
84-00-07 (SD-56) as well as on Violations 83-14-01 and 83-14-02, all of"

which involve deficiencies in radiography performed by Tubeco, Inc. This

!
-
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review included an independent analysis of the radiographic film for 21
pipe welds. . The code edition used.for reference by the inspector was
the ASME~ Section III Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Edition of 1971
with Addenda through Sumer 1973.

_ The applicant had performed its review as part of the corrective actions*

taken to the NRC Violation identified in Inspection Report 83-14. .The
noncompliance identified that radiographic film supplied.by Tubeco failed
to meet the ASME Code requirements for penetrameter placement relative,

to the weld . location and film densities through the weld. Subsequent-
reviews-by the applicant identified that numerous' radiographic films-
failed to meet'the Tubeco radiographic procedure in that-film densities
failed to comply with the -15 to +30 percent density allowances, film
densities < too light._ geometric un~ sharpness factors were not met, film.

densities to'o dark, penetrameter pla' cement'in the wrong locations and welds
~

,

with linear indications present that were not notea on the reader sheet.-!

.
A review by the applicant found that, from a sample of 125 welds, 54 were

' in noncompliance withthe vendor procedures for the reasons discussed above.
The inspector found the applicant had taken corrective actions on these

; items by re-evaluation, re-radiography or disposition for repair. Two
welds were identified by the applicant with linear indications, which:

' were accepted.by Tubeco, that require repair. Based on these findings,
on June 18, 1984, the applicant submitted a 50.55(e) report. -

On September 28, 1984, the applicant reported to the NRC that the two
welds were repaired. In addition, their review found that no safety con-
cerns would have resulted had the defects gone undetected. Further,

,

i based upon the results of the radiograph sample lot review and qualita-
tive review of the rejected welds, the applicant believes that Tubeco-;

wcld quality is adequate without any further review.c
,

; A review of the radiographic film for-21 welds was made by the inspector.
! This review was independent of those reviewed by the applicant and re- ,

vealed the following:
_

[ The penetrameter was located on the weld in Fcases. This is con--

| trary to the requirements of ASME Section III. This is also con-
! trary to the " Inquiry" from the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
| Comittee which stated that the penetrameter can be placed on the

weld only when it is impractical to place it adjacent to the weld.
The inspector found,in these cases, it was possible to place ther

|- penetrameter adjacent to the weld. ASME Code Case 1714, although
not specifically adopted by the governing ASME Code does allow

i penetrameter placement on the weld if the lead numbers do not ob-
. scure any of the weld. The inspector determined that the radio-
graphic film is interpretable with the penetrameter across the
weld if the lead numbers on the penetrameter are not in the weld..
However, the reviews found that the penetrameters lead numbers did

,

i
~ obscure portions of some welds.

Linear indications apparent on the film which was not shown on the'
-

reader sheet. The inspector found'two linear indications of 5/8
and 3/4 inches long which the inspector evaluated as slag. The

;

linear length exceeds the acceptable lengths specified in ASME
Section III. The vendor had not identified the linear indications.

'

.

,

'
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Incorrect penetramter selection. The inspector.found. weld-

3FWS-25-5-1-2-19366-END-1-1 was radiographed using a number
30 penetrameter. ASME Section'III requires a number 25 pene-
trameter on a weld thickness of 1.031. Based on a review of
the licensee's evaluation and from an independent review per-
formed by the inspector, the following conclusions were reached:

a. The sampling program revealed numerous conditions which are
contrary to the ASME Section III requirements . including un-
acceptable linear indications which require repair.

b. Numerous welds require re-radiography to allow proper film
interpretation.

Therefore, it is the NRC's position that the response letter from NUSCO
to the NRC dated September 28, 1984, which detailed corrective actions ..;

on these items, is insufficient. and that all radicaraphs from
this vendor should be re-evaluated and corrective actions taken, where
required, to meet commitments to the ASME Code. This item will remain
open.

14. Observation of Maintenance Work-In-Progress

Component Cooling Water Pump"B" (3CCP*PIB)

The inspector observed work in progress to repair the flexible motor-
to-pump coupling and thrust bearing on the "B" Component Cooling Water
Pump. The work was being conducted in accordance with Work Order M3-
84-8323 and Maintenance Procedure MP3744KA, Revision 0, " Repair of
Bingham-Willamette HS Series Pump". Oscillation of the motor shaft
during startup and thrust bearing noise had been observed. Coupling
spindle taper may have initially been excessive. Corrective actions
included bearing and coupling replacement. The inspector observed no
unacceptable practices.

15. Observation of Miscellaneous Construction Work-In-Progress

a. The inspector reviewed the installation and shimming of pipe support
base plates using "Hilti Kwik-Bolt" concrete anchors. No unaccept-
able conditions or practices were noted,

b. The inspector reviewed the placement of high strength A-325 and A-
490 bolts in structural steel attachments. The inspector was con-
cerned about the usage of washers over long slotted holes in struc-
tural steel connections. The inspector confirmed that the installa-
tion of the bolts was in accordance with approved drawings and deemed
the practice to be acceptable.

c. The inspector reviewed the installation of a Heating Ventilation and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) duct-to-duct connection located in the

._ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ . _ -. . ._ _. m
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Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Building. The connection was iden-
~

tified as joining pieces 93-R and 92 and as Safety Category 1. Sev--
eral bolt holes appeared to be oversized sufficiently to all~.v a
portion of the bolt head to drop into the hole. .Several bolts'also
appeared to be bent. At the request of the inspector, Field Quality
Assurance (FQC) inspected the connection in question and found that
it did exceed the allowable hole tolerance of 1/16". FQC also advised

-that the connection had not yet been formally inspected by them, but.
was scheduled for future inspection. This' item will be re-examined
(IFI~84-20-05).

16. Demonstration of Ultrasonic Examination (UT) of Centrifugally Cast
Stainless Steel Reactor Coolant Loop Piping Welds

!' The .NRC Requested a demonstration .of the Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration Ultrasonic Examination system and method to be used at

: Millstone 3 for preservice inspections. On November 9, 1984, the
Westinghouse Inspection Service Group performed the demonstration
at the Millstone 3 facility. The demonstration was witnessed by-
the NRC (NRR and Region I), and NRC consultants.'

The equipment used for the demonstration consisted of the following:

- Sonic MKI Instrument
.

0- Immersion type transducer using a. liquid filled soft shoe, 41
refracted longitudinal nominal angle,1 inch diameter,1.0 MHz;

| - Three sample blocks fabricated of CF8 material containing 5%
' (1 block), and 15% -(2 blocks) through wall artificially induced

0 V-notch, 3%fatigue cracks. One of the blocks contained a.45
of wall thickness in depth. The crack through-wall dimensions
were determined from measurements made at the edge of each block.
The samples were provided by Westinghouse.

System. sensitivity was established from 1/4T, 1/2T and 3/4T side
drilled holes in the Millstone 3 calibration block.

In response to.NRC. questions. the following'was established:

- There is no correlation between signal amplitude and fisw size;

- Flaw depth and length cannot be determined;

-The sound beam ~ angle in the part varies, and is not known;

-- Each signal must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis - there
are.no acceptance criteria; and

- The UT system is the same one that has been used by Westinghouse
since the late 1960's.

The inspector found that the system was capable of detecting the V-
notch and the fatigue cracks in the sample blocks although no reflec-
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tion was detected from the.end of the blocks. When demonstrated on
two Millstone 3 Reactor Coolant Loop pipe welds, the ' system displayed-

.a high noise to signal ratio.(noise and/or structure pattern was equal~

to or greater than the~DAC curve in most instances). Flaw detection
is primarily dependent on recognition of a " rolling signal" which

.must be discerned from the numerous signals displayed at any specific
time on.the cathode ray tube. An additional signal recognition diffi-
culty is due.to the low amplitude signals produced by deep flaws,
which blend with or are obscured by the noise level. The inspector-
will evaluate this UT process furtbr-(IFI 84-20-06).

17. - Observation of. Training - System Training

-The inspector observed a. session of the applicant's system training
program concerning the emergency disel generator. The session was-
attended by selected maintenance and operations personnel. The train-
ing was conducted by a Fairbanks-Morse (Colt). field representative
and emphasized practical " hands on" diesel inspection and basic trouble-
shooting practices. The inspector judged the level of instruction to-
be appropriate to the skills required of operators and maintenance
technicians.

18. Unresolved Items

a. Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are' acceptable items, items.of
noncompliance, or deviations. The unresolved items disclosed dur-
ing the inspection are discussed in paragraphs 10 and 11.:

.

b. Changes in Status of Open or Unresolved Items
:.
'

1. New Items-

Violation, failure to control low hydrogen50-423/84-20-01 -

: welding electrodes (Paragraph 9).
| ..

! 50-423/84-10-02 Unresolved Item, inspector concerns- regard--

ing control of system status during testing and operationf

(Paragraph 10)( ,

50-423/84-20-03 - Unresolved Item, inspector concerns regard--
ing repair and retesting of the containment. polar crane (Para-
graph 11).

t

Inspector Follow Item, Resolution of weld50-423/84-20-04 -
,

on support H005-CP396738 (Paragraph 9).'

2. 'Old Items: None.

19. Mana'gement Meetings
e

! At periodic intervals.during the course of this inspection, meetings
'

L were held with senior plant management to discuss the scope and
L findings of this inspection. No proprietary infomation related to

' this' report writeup was-identified.

i


